VISUAL INSPECTION OF TRANSFORMERS.

MR service for transformers.

Our service network is uniquely customer oriented. Over 250 service technicians handle more than 6,000 service assignments per year on transformers across the globe. Maximum availability of power transformers is crucial to a reliable power supply. We therefore recommend having a visual inspection of the transformer performed by our specialists within the scope of a tap-changer maintenance or in a separate service assignment.

With this systematic approach, all main components relating to the power transformer are examined and their current condition documented. Any irregularities that occur can be detected early on, allowing countermeasures to be introduced.

The advantages are clear.

The visual inspection can be performed immediately after service work has been carried out – thereby eliminating additional call-out charges.

The following components are examined during the inspection: transformer tank, valves and accessories, piping, fans, pumps, oil filter units, control cabinets, display units, bushings, operational monitoring equipment, protection systems, etc.

Visual inspections and functional tests at ground level and on the transformer cover are performed within two to three hours depending on the size of the transformer. We document the results and our recommendations in a compact report. If necessary, potential action recommendations will be subsequently provided.

Interested? We look forward to receiving your inquiry.
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